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Professor Angela Creese takes part in live Q&A session on community languages (/research/activity/education/mosaic/newsevents/community-languages.aspx)
Professor Angela Creese panelist for live debate on community languages
20/11/2014

Speaking only English is as much of a disadvantage as speaking no English (/research/activity/education/mosaic/news-events/speakingonly-english-is-a-disadvantage-24-07-14.aspx)
A multilingual research team will conduct detailed linguistic ethnographic investigations in super-diverse neighbourhoods in the four cities, working with speakers of
Chinese languages in Birmingham, Arabic speakers in Cardiff; Polish speakers in London; and Czech, Slovak, and Romani speakers in Leeds.
24/07/2014

School of Education research rated 'Excellent' by the Arts and Humanities research councils of Europe.
(/research/activity/education/mosaic/news-events/research-rated-excellent.aspx)
Research conducted by the School of Education's MOSAIC Centre for Research on Multilingualism has been rated 'Excellent' by the Arts and Humanities research
councils of Europe.
24/02/2014

MOSAIC team awarded major grant for new research in Translation and Translanguaging (/research/activity/education/mosaic/newsevents/translation-and-translanguaging.aspx)
A consortium led by the MOSAIC Centre for Research on Multilingualism has been successful in its bid for a large grant as part of the AHRC Translating Cultures theme.
The 4-year research project, is a collaboration between academic researchers, non-academic partners, and community stakeholders.
08/10/2013

Conceptualizing multilingualism under globalization: membership claims, social categories and emblems of authenticity
(/research/activity/education/mosaic/news-events/conceptualizing-multilingualism-under-globalization.aspx)
The University of Birmingham's MOSIAC Centre for Research on Multilingualism and the IRiS Institute for Research on Superdiversity hosted a two day BAAL/CUP
seminar at the School of Education, University of Birmingham.
14/06/2013
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2014
11th November - Teaching Chinese, Indonesian, Japanese and Korean in Primary Schools in Australia (/schools/education/events/2014/11/teaching-chineseindonesian-japanese-and-korean-in-primary-schools-in-australia.aspx)

2nd September - Teaching foreign languages at the university level in the age of globalization: Reflections – refractions – reconsiderations
(/schools/education/events/2014/09/teaching-foreign-languages-at-the-university-level-in-the-age-of-globalization.aspx)

18th July - Translation and Translanguaging research project launch (/schools/education/events/2014/07/research-project-launch-conference.aspx)

2013
11th-12th June - Conceptualizing multilingualism under globalization: membership claims, social categories and emblems of authenticity
(/schools/education/events/2013/06/conceptualizing-multilingualism.aspx)

25th-26th March - Responding to contemporary multilingual realities, recasting research methodologies (/schools/education/events/2013/03/mosaicconference.aspx)

12th March - '(Re)discovering' the multilingual speaker: Implications for SLA and TESOL (/schools/education/events/2013/03/multilingual-speaker-implications-forsla-tesol.aspx)

8th March - The contribution of critical discourse analysis (CDA) to policy analysis (/schools/education/events/2013/03/contribution-of-cda-to-policy-analysis.aspx)

2012
10th September - Researching language in education in diverse, twenty-first century classrooms (/schools/education/events/2012/12/rsearching-language-ineducation.aspx)

2nd-13th July - First Birmingham/Melbourne Summer/Winter School in Applied Linguistics (/schools/education/events/2012/07/birmingham-melbournesummerwinter-school.aspx)

12th June - Applications of Nexus Analysis to Investigating Educational Policy and Practice (/schools/education/events/2012/06/mosaic-seminar.aspx)
2nd May - Master class with Professor Monica Heller, University of Toronto, Canada (/schools/education/events/2012/05/aster-class-with-professor-monicaheller.aspx)

10th March - Multilingualism in faith settings: research perspectives (/schools/education/events/2012/03/multilingualism-in-faith-settings-research-perspectives-.aspx)

2011
17th-18th November - Transcription workshop for early career researchers (/schools/education/events/2011/11/tanscription-workshop-for-early-careerresearchers.aspx)

15th July - Researching discourses and practices in Adult ESOL (/schools/education/events/2011/07/researching-discourses-and-practices-in-adult-esol.aspx)
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